
Hi, I am
Jitendra
Vaswani 



Founder of BloggersIdeas.com
(Internet Marketing Blog)

I have been a trainer, speaker and author of
“Inside A Hustler’s Brain : In Pursuit of Financial
Freedom” which has sold over 20,000 copies,
worldwide & contributor of “International Best Selling
Author of Growth Hacking Book 2”.

Ex-Payoneer Brand Ambassador India 2015

Digital Marketing Consultant

Digital Nomad Based in Bangkok



Inside a Hustlers Brain Podcast
Listen On jitendra.com/podcast



My Story

Frustrated engineer 4 years of full
torture

No interest in college degree

After engineering started doing a
job of 100$ per month..

I left my hometown due to family
pressure because my family was worried
as I was doing very low paying job.

Zero support from anyone 

Started the blogging in 2013 with my
job savings and now today this blog
is giving me 6 Figure in profits every
year



BloggersIdeas Case Study
I’m going to walk through exactly how we touched 1.31 M traffic for

Bloggersideas In the Last 12 Months.
 



Ahrefs Traffic Data
We crossed 100K+ Monthly Traffic



From 2500 to 5000+ Daily
click on average

200 traffic pieces of
content live on the site

The campaign was
executed by my team

A very limited budget

Hardly took under
100 linksTL:DR

I genuinely hope that it provides a behind-the-scenes look
into what an SEO campaign can look like.



Background Story
The website has been hit by the Google
May Core Update 2020 as that year we
didn’t focus too much on UX and UI at
that time and our website traffic tanked
by almost 40%.

We deleted all the thin content from the
website and revamped our website with
high-quality content. Talk with Neil Patel
and he told me to improve the content,
UX and UI.  



How we reached to 1 M clicks?
Fixed all pages according to the core web vitals





Some Major
Changes

Created 15-20 topical content clusters to
rank money keywords.
(For example- Teachable Coupon Code)

Improved internal linking

Filled content gap by competitor analysis



Example Teachable Coupon Code







Topical
Authority
Content

We Create Tons of Content Like 

Teachable Vs Udemy, 
Teachable vs Learndash
Teachable Review
Teachable Free Trial
Teachable Pricing
& tons of more info content for LMS & Education

This help me to rank for competitive keyword like
Teachable Coupon & helping me get recurring
commissions from them every month. 

This was last month sales from Teachable from
Impact.com 

The goal is to hit 6 figures with Teachable in a year. 



We’ve included FAQs from the People
Also Ask Section from Google



Added
schema in the
articles

Took 10-15 backlinks to rank
competitive articles

Added 3-4 relevant external links
from top authority websites

Deoptimized articles which are
overly optimized



Added translations to website



Gtransalte.io helps us in Translation
15+ Countries We Choose for Gtranslate for testing











How Translation help in making money? 
 

 Clients from International countries
 

Various sponsored deals started coming from Russia, Germany, Italy, and Portugal.
 

Some clients specifically wanted to buy advertisement spots on translate pages.
 

Listing, affiliate partnerships, sponsored reviews & banner ads.    
 
 



Added
Bottom Line
Upfront
We’ve added the bottom
line upfront which
summarizes the articles
resulting in the improved
CTR



Improved Intro – Outro Of The Articles
We’ve used Jasper.ai to improve the intro and outro parts of the articles, this helps

a lot to decrease the bounce rate and increase conversions from the articles.
 

We’ve used PAS and AIDA copywriting formulas to improve our articles



Added
Testimonials
and User
Reviews
We’ve used reviews and
testimonials from their official
websites and social media sites like
Facebook to add trust factor in our
articles so that users are  more
engaged and helped us to increase
conversion rates, indirectly helping
in rankings
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Thank You!
www.bloggersideas.com/ASEPPT2022

Email : Jitendra@bloggersideas.com


